The harmonic analysis shows for each of the seasons a great preponderance of the I2-hour component. It also shows that the characteristics of the curve do not vary much with the season. The times of maxima and minima, for the I2-hour component, differ from winter to summer by only 6 minutes of time. The curve follows very closely the barometric curve, but with a 2-hour lag.
A rather pronounced relation was observed between direction of wind and departure of the potential-differences from the mean value. When the wind was from the east (from the Continent) or had an easterly component, the potential-differences were always below the mean, while winds from the opposite directions (from the sea) were adcompanied by potential-differences greater than' the mean.
Another matter of interest is the following' Out of x• "calm" days of the whole year t9•7, there are 45 days whose mean curve is exactly the reverse in form of the mean curve for the remaining days. The former is called "abnormal," and the latter, "normal." The amplitude of the variatlons on the normal days is about twice as large as on the abnormal days.
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THE MAGNETIC CHARACTER OF THE YEAR r9•6 AND RE-VIEW OF THE.YEARS x9o6-•916.
The annual review of the "Caract•re magaa•tique de chaque jour" for •9•6 has been drawn up in the same manner as the preceding years; moreover it contains a review of the collaboration of the observatories during the years •9o6-•9•6.
In •9•6, 36 observator{es contributed to the quarterly reviews; 35 of them sent complete data. 'Fable II of the annual review, containing the mean character of each day and each month, the list of "calm days" and the days recommended for reproduction, is reprinted here. From the review of the years •9o6-•9•6 it appears, that altogether 52 observatories have contributed to the "Caract&re magaa•tique"; an observatory that has been removed is taken with the new one as one station (Potsdam-Seddin, Irkoutsk-Zouy, Tiflis-Karssani, Baldwin-Tucson, Zikawei-Lukiapang).
In a graphical representation the times, for which the observatories sent character-lists, have been indicated by straight lines; if the data have not been made use of in drawing up the annual review, the list having been received too late, or being incomplete, the lines have been drawn thinner.
In the years •9o6-•9 •6 successively 35, 37, 43, 42, 43, 45, 43, 43, 43, 37,  and 36 stations have contributed; 3o, 32, 36, 38, 34, 39, 43, 42, 37, 35, 
